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Abst rac t - -F~t ,  we prove that the following even-order neutral superlinear delay difference equa- 
tion with unstable type, 
- q . . . . .  ,* > no ,  (*) 
has always unbounded and nonoscillatory solution. Then, some bounded oscillatory criteria for 
equation (,) are obtained. (~ 2005 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved, 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
Recently, an extensive literature now e~sts on the oscillation theory for delay difference quations, 
and various applications have been found. In this paper, we consider the delay difference quation 
of the form, 
A~( :~ -p.x~_~-) x ~ (1.1) = qn n -a ,  n >_ no ,  
where m >_ 2 is an even integer, a = odd/odd > 1, {p,,} and {q,~ are sequences of nonnegative 
numbers, ~- and no are some positive integers, a is some nonnegative integer, A denotes the 
forward operator Ax~ = x,~+l -x~.  When a = 1, it is known that equation (1.1) always 
has unbounded nonosciUatory solution and some interesting bounded oscillation criteria have 
been obtained in [1-3]. However, to the best of our knowledge, there are hardly any results on 
oscillation for equation (1.1) when a > 1. In present paper, we first proved that equation (1.1) 
always has an unbounded nonoscillatory solution. Then, we also find some conditions which 
guarantee all bounded solutions of equation (1.1) to be oscillatory. 
As is customary, a solution {xn} of equation (1.1) is said to be eventually positive ff x~ > 0, 
for all large n, and eventually negative if x,~ < 0, for all large n. It is said to be oscillatory if it 
is neither eventually positive nor eventually negative. 
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For the sake of convenience, throughout his paper, we use the convention, 
x (°) = 1 and 
J 
Ep~ _ O, whenever j < i - 1, 
n--1 
~(-) = ~ (~ - 1) (~ - 2 ) . . .  (,~ - (n - 1)) = I - I  (~ - J ) .  
j~O 
2. EX ISTENCE OF UNBOUNDED POSIT IVE  SOLUTION 
In this section, we shall prove equation (1.1) always has an unbounded positive solution. 
THEOREM 2.1. Equation (1.1) has a positive solution {zn} wh/eh tends to infinity as n -4 oo. 
PROOF. Set 
?fin = l Pn~ n >_ no, 
q,, = { q~' n > no, 
qno , n < no 
h~ = 2amax{q~ l i <n}+ M +a+max{~ l i <_ n+l} ,  
(2.1) 
(2.2) 
(2.a) 
(2.4) 
and 
E(  1 Yn = exp exp (m 1)[ 
o1 )] 
(,~ - ,  + m-  2) ( ' ' -x )  h~ , 
Then, for i = 0 ,1 , . . .  ,m - 1, we have 
E( 1 )] Y~+i+l = exp exp (m--  I)! (n+i  -- s + m- -  1)(m-Dha 
s=~o--2cr 
= exp ~h,+, exp . (~ - 1)! ~ (~ + ~ - ~ + ~ - 1 ) (~-~)h '  
_>exp hn+,-t-exp ( ro l l ) ]  Z (n+i -s+m-2) ( '~- l )hs  
8='a. 0--20" 
= eh~+~yn+i. 
(2.5) 
It follows that  
Hence, 
[( ) > e h"+~ -- Yn+~ - m- i -1  m-i  
> (h,,+~ - M)  yn+~ > O, i = m-  1 ,m-  3, . . . ,3 ,1 .  
A~y,~ > 0: i = 0, 1 ,2 , . . .  ,m,  (2.6) 
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and 
That  is, 
+" '+( -1 )~ k Y ,~+o~-k+" '+Y.  
>_y .+m-  1 Y.+.~-I 
___> (8 h"+~-I --~7~) Yn+m-1 
>_ 2~q~ exp 
> 2a~,~ exp 
[ (  )] 1 ~ (n + 2m -- s - 3) (m-l) h, exp (m-  1)l ~=.o-2a 
exp (m-  1)t .=~o-2~ 
x exp (m 1_ 1)l = (n + 2m - s - 3) (m-l) h. 
8~n0--20" 
_> 2~ exp ,~,exp (m - 1)! 
= 2otqny~ > 2c~qnyn_,. n >_ no. 
~.~Amyn > a > 
- qnYn-a, n _ no .  
Summing (2.7) from no to n - 1 > no for m times and using (2.6), we have 
1 ~-m (n - i - 1) (m-l) 
~-~a y'~ >- E (m =:-~)t. qiy~'-~,, n >_ no, 
i~-n 0 
and for n > no, 
[ (  1 .... 1 ) 
p,,Y"----t=p~,exp!l,, exp (m- l ) !  ~ (n -~ ' - s+m-2) (m-Dh8 
8~0 ~2o" 
( )] 
$=~0--20" 
-< i~ exp exp (m - 1)! (n + m - s - 2) (m~l) h~ 
- -exp  -- E (n -  $ + m -- 2) (m- l )  ha 
m 1)! s=no-2a 
{[(  _ ,  )] _</5,~exp exp (m-  1)! ~-" (n+m-s -2) (~- l )h*  
It=nO--20" 
× ( ,~-  1)! ~ (~ + ~ - "  - 2)(m-~) h~ 
{ E <_•exp --h,~_lexp (m-  1)l E B=!~, 0 --2or (n+m-s -2) (m-1)hs ]}  
(2.~) 
(2.s) 
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{ [ _1 ]} 
-< ~- lexp-exp  ' (m- l ) !  E (n+m-s -2) ( '~- l )hs  
_<exp -exp  (m-" 1)[ E (n+m-s -2)  (m-t) h~ 
8~nO --~O" 
1 1 
<--< ~ n>no.  
-- o~e 2 -- ' 
That  is~ 
1 
Combining (2.8) and (2.9), we have 
n _> no. (2.9) 
> no. (2.10) 
Let Loo = {{zn}.~_-0 I {z,} is a bounded real sequence}. Defining the sup norm ]1~11 = sup{I ~ I: 
n > 0}, z = {z~} • Loo, then L~ is a Banach space. Set 
S= {z= {z,} eLoo:O<z~, <_l, n_>0}.  
Then, S is a bounded, closed and convex subset of Loo. Define a mapping T : S --+ Loo as 
1 [ , (n -no+m--2)  (~-1) (-a-: r - - -  
Tz,~ . . . .  (n - i - 1) ("~-1) ~] (2.11) 
Tzr~o n <no. 
Note that 
y~ =exp exp (m-  1)! 
~=,~o-2,, (2.12) 
ae  2 (n - no + m - 2) ('~-1) > 
( ,~-  1)[ 
By (2.9)-(2.12), we see that 0 < Tz,~ <_ 1, n > no, which shows that T maps S into itself. Next, 
we will show that T is a contraction on S. In fact, for any z = {z~}, z' = {z~} • S, 
- ~y.-~ Iz . - r -  z'_.l + ~ (~-  ~-  1)I~-,1 
a[p  '~-'~ (n - i - 1) ('~-1) 
---65 Iz - z'[, ~ >_ no. 
Hence, 
5 
[Tz  - Tz ' l  <_ -~ [z - z'[ , (2.13) 
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which shows that T is a contraction on S. Then, by Banach contraction principle, T has a fix 
point z* = {z~}, that is, 
1 [ . ( - -  =0 + m-  2)(~-~) 
- -  IpnYn-~Zn_  ~ d -  . . . . .  
y,~ [ (m - 1)! 
* = '~-~ (n - i -  i )  (m-~)  • . l 
2,* zo '-°)J '  
Z* 
n>_no 
n <no.  
Set x~ = y,z*.  Then {xn} is a positive sequence and satisfies 
x .  = p~z ._~ + (n  - no  + m - 2) (m-U . -m (n  -- i -- 1) (m- l )  x~ 
(~-  1)! + ~ (~; - -~ q' ~-~' ~ -> ~0. 
~'~0 
It is easy to see that {x=} is a positive solution of equation (1.1) and satisfies x= --+ o¢ as n -~ c¢. 
The proof is complete. II 
3.  BOUNDED OSCILLAT ION 
In this section, we will present some bounded oscillation criteria for equation (1.1). 
The following lemma is taken from [4]. 
LEMMA 3.1. Assume Chat ~ > 1. I f  there exists a )~ > ~-1 ln~, such ~hat 
l imird [q, exp ( -eX")]  > 0, (3.1) 
then the difference inequality~ 
xn+, - x~ + qnx~_ s < O, 
has no eventually positive solution. 
THEOREM 3.3.. Assume there exists ap 6 (0, 1), such that, for large n 
p < p= < 1. (3.2) 
I f  there exists A > O, such that 
l iminf [q= exp (-eA'~)] > 0, (3.3) 
then every bounded solution of equation (1.1) oscillates. 
PROOF. For the sake of contraction, assume that (1.1) has a bounded eventually positive solution 
{x~}. Set Yn = xn -pnxn- r .  Then, {Yn} is bounded and A'~y~ = q, xg_a > 0 for large n. Thus, 
Aiy~ (i = 1, 2, . . .  ,m-  1) are monotone and each of them doesn't change sign eventually. So, in 
view of [5~ Theorem 1.7.11], we obtain that there exists an integer nl  > no, such that 
( -1) iA~yi  > 0, for n > nl, i = 0 ,1 , . . . ,m-  1. (3.4) 
Choosing N, such that 
then for n > nl  + a + Nz  
1 
A > - - inn ,  
cr + NT  
Am~, . . . .  q,~ _~ _> q, (y, -~ + pv . -~- ,  + + p y~-~-N,)  -> p"~q,y,-~-N~." (3.5) 
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That is, 
aN AVnyn ~-- P qnYn-a -Nr ,  n :> n l  + ¢r + Y ' r .  
Summing (3.5) from n > nl  + 5 + N~- to oo for m - 1 times and using (3.4), we have 
~( i  - n + m - 2)(m-2) 
Ayn + ~- -_  ~ .  p~N q,y~_~_N~ <_ O, n > nl T a + NT. (3.6) 
i=n 
Thus, 
A y n aN + P qnY,~-a-N, <-- O, n > nl + a + NT. (3.7) 
Noticing that  ), > 1/(a + Nr) lna  and (3.3), by Lemma 3.1, we know (3.7) has no eventually 
positive solutions. This contradiction completes proof. | 
THEOREM 3.2. Assume there exis$s a p* E (1, ¢¢), such that, for large n 
1 < p,, _< p* (3.8) 
and 
OQ 
~-~q~ = oo. (3.9) 
Then, every bounded solution of equation (1.1) oscillates. 
PROOF. Let {x,~} be a bounded positive solution of equation (1.1) and set y,, = x,, - pnxa-r .  
In view of the proof of Theorem 3.1, we have eventually, 
( 1)~ h~y~ > 0, i =0 ,1 , . . . ,m-  1. (3.10) 
Hence, x~ > x,~-r eventually holds. Choose M > 0 and nl > no, such that xn > M, n > nl. 
Thus, from equation (1.1), we obtain that 
Amyn > M~qn, n >_ nl. (3.11) 
Summing (3.11) from n > nl to c¢ for m times and using (3.10), we have 
Y~ > M=~--~ ( i -n  +m-  1) (m-l) 
,=. ~- - i7 '  q'" 
It  follows that 
c~ 
and so 
This contradiction completes the proof. | 
In order to prove next theorem, we need the following lemma which is taken from [10]. 
LEMMA 3.2. Assume that k and cr are positive integers and either Pn > 0 or 
(q~, q~+l,. --, q~+~-l) ¢ 0, 
for su/~cientJy large n. I f  
co 
y~ _> p~y~-~ + ~ (i - n + k - 1) (k- l )  
,: .  ~- -  i ) i  q'v'-° 
has positive solution {yn}n°°=N_•, then 
o~ 
xn = p,x,~_~ + ~ (i - n + k - 1) (k-l) 
~=n (k -  1)~ qix~-~ 
x ~ = m~x(~,~) .  has positive solution { ~}~=N-~, where # 
(3.13) 
(3.14) 
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THEOREM 3.3 .  
if and only if 
Assume Pn - 1. Then, equation (1.I) has a bounded eventually positive solution 
co  
E n"q= < co. (3.15) 
PROOF. NECESSITY. Assume {xn} is a bounded positive solution of equation (1.1). Set Yn = 
xn - xn-r, then A~y n >_ 0 and {Yn} is bounded. This implies that A~y n (i = 1, 2 , . . . ,  m -- 1) 
are monotone and each of them doesn't change sign eventually. In view of [5, Theorem 1.7.11], 
there exists nl > no, such that 
(-1)~ A~yn > 0, i=O, l , . . . ,m-1 ,  n>_n l -~ ' -a .  (3.16) 
Summing equation (1.1) from n > nl to co for m times and using (3.16), we have 
or 
Let 
t30 
yn>_E ( i -n+m-1)<m-D z~" 
, : .  N=~g q' ' -~ 
O0 
x,~>_X._r+E(i-n4-m-1) ('n-D x,~ 
,=° N=ig  q' ' -""  
c = min{x=,_~ : i = 0,1, . . . ,~-}.  
Then, c > 0 and xn _> c, for n > nl. It follows from (3.17) that  
:¢ (i - -  n 4- m - -  i /m- l )  
Xn > Xn--r --- Ca E - - "C~---__ -I ~ " qi, n ~_ n2  = n l  4- O + T. 
~=zt 
(3.17) 
(3.18) 
From (3.18), we have 
k co [i - (n2 + j r )  + m - 1] (m-l) 
~"'+~ -> :"'-~ + ~° ~ ~ ( , - -  11! q'" j~O i=n2 +j~- 
Let k --* co in the above and use the fact that {x~} is bounded, we have 
E E 
j=O i=n2+j ' r  
[~ - -  (?$2 -~- iT )  -~- Yt --  1] (m- l )  
(m - 1)! q~ < oc .  
(3.19) 
(3.2o) 
Note that 
[ s - (n=+Jr )+m- l l (m-1)  )~-' ( s_n+m_l ) (m-1)  
,~-~+J,- (ra 1)! q" > ~- -  i~. qs, 
-- T n=n2+jT ann 
and so 
o~) (31o ~ [~-(n~+~)+m-1] (~-1~ 
j=o ~=n2+j~" (m-  1)! 
~ n2+(j+l)v--I oo 1 (i - n + m - 1_ (m-i)) 
q~>-  T E E T~ -__- i~  q, 
j=O ~=n24=jT i=n  
1 E E(i--n+m--1) (m-l) 
= 7 ~ :-ig q' 
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In view of (3.20), we have 
OO 
m[ qi < oo. 
i=r~ 2
That  is~ 
E nmqn < oo. 
SUFFICIENCY. Assume (3.15) holds. Then, there exists sufficiently large N, such that 
(3.21) 
(s -N+m-1)  (m-l) 1 [~-~ (s-N+m) ('~) ~ (m- l )  (m) ] 
• =~ (m-  1)! q~ + -~ .=~ m! q"-- . -N ~ 7~. q~J <- 1. 
(3.22) 
Defining {H~} as following, 
{0~ n<_N-1,  
H,  = (s - n + m - 1) (m-l) (3.23) 
~=~ (m,  1)[ qs, n>_N. 
It is obvious that  H=+I _< H, .  Set Y~ = ~-~-~=0 H~_j~, n > N, then 
0(3 O0 
Y.+, = ~ H,,+,_j~ < Z H._j~ = Y.. 
j=O j=O 
(3.24) 
On the other hand, for any n > 
and then 
N, there exists J0 -> 0, such that jor+N < n < (jo-4-1)T-I-N-1 
So~ 
Y .< 
(~3 OQ 
Yn = ~_, Hn-jr <- ~ HN+go-j)r 
j--O j=O 
= HN + HN+.~ + HN+2T +' "  + HN+jo~. 
j~ e~ 
= ~ HN+jr <-- ~ HN+.~r- 
./=o j =0 
E HN+j~- = HN + ~ HN+#~. <_ HN + ~ H, 
j=0 j~ l  n----N 
: ~ ($-N'-l-m-1) (m-l) 1n~ ~-~(s--~+~7"~-l)(m-1) 
= ~ (s - N + m - i) (m-*) 
8=N (m - 1)! q' 
1 [£ (s -N-{ -m)  ('~) °° (m-1) (m)  ] 
+-1" m] q . -  E m ~. qs , n> N. 
s=N s~N 
From (3.22) and (3.25), we have 0 < Y~ < 1, n > N. Then, 
(3.25) 
O0 (X)  
Y,~-~- 4- ~ (s - n -4- m - 1) (m-l) yf,  (s - n + m - I) ('~-') 
• =., (---m---_-~)-] q . . . .  _ ra -?  + s=.E On --L i)~ q~ 
=Y._T+H. =Y,,. 
(3.26) 
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This  shows {Y,} is an eventual ly  posit ive solution of inequal i ty  (3.13). Accord ing to Lemma 3.2, 
the following equat ion,  
~.-~ + ~ (s - n + m - ! )  ~-~)  ~ (3.27) 
.=n  q .  s -o  = 
has eventually positive solution. It is easy to verify that {x~} is also eventually positive solution 
of equation (1.1) with Pn - 1. The proof is complete. | 
From Theorem 3.3, we have the following corollaxy. 
COROLLARY 3.1. Assume Pn -- 1. Then, every bounded solution of  equation (1.1) oscillates i f  
and only f f  
f i  nmq,  = oo. (3.28) 
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